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New telecoms package is not enough - EU also needs an update of old 

rules 
 

Despite the 2009 telecoms package, EU telecoms market remains fragmented by 

national borders. MEPs therefore called on the Commission on Thursday to start a 

proper update of the current rules and not just focus on its new telecoms package, 

presented a few weeks ago. 

 

The 2009 rules need to be reviewed, so as to ensure that operators have a stable and 

consistent regulatory framework in which that the same rules apply to the same kinds of 

services, to boost competition and to facilitate the development of pan-European 

providers, MEPs say, underlining that this was also the plan when the rules were 

approved four years ago. 

 

"The digital economy is a key vector of growth. We expected the telecoms package and 

its transposition into national laws to boost investment in the sector. Parts of the package 

worked, but others need changing", said Catherine Trautmann (S&D, FR), rapporteur for 

both the 2009 telecoms package and for the resolution adopted in plenary on Thursday. 

 

Next steps 

Parliament's Industry Committee is currently considering the newly-proposed telecoms 

package, "Connected Continent". Lead MEP Pilar del Castillo Vera (EPP,ES)  has asked 

for input from consumers, NGOs and other stakeholders as a first step. If the package is 

to be adopted before the end of this parliamentary term, the last possibility is the 14-17 

April 2014 plenary session. 

 

More information 

Adopted text will be available here (click on 24.10.2013) 

 

Video recording of debate (click on 24.10.2013) 

 

Procedure file  
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This is an informal message intended to help journalists covering the work of the European 

Parliament.  It is neither an official press release nor a comprehensive record of 

proceedings. 

 
 

 


